All our skills and knowledge for your product

Contract manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, medical devices and cosmetics
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The etol group: honest products
from the heart of the Black Forest
What is good remains: This not only applies to our products, but also to etol.
We owe our success to a mix of traditional values and a future-oriented offer –
with innovative ingredients, modern production and far-sightedness in terms
of sustainability.
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Full-service for good products

Our locations in the Black Forest

The etol Group is a medium-sized family-run company with
two production locations in Germany’s Black Forest. For our
clients we are service providers: Following your specifications,
we develop and produce customised products. If necessary,
we also take on the project management. This service is appre
ciated by our customers – with many of them we are connected
through long-term cooperation.

Since 1986, our factory in Oberkirch has been home to the division for health care and pharmaceutical products. It specialises
in the contract manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and
medicinal products. From our main factory in Oppenau, which
was founded in 1946, comes our hygiene range for commercial
kitchens. In addition, the plastics technology division has its
headquarters here.

Where we live, how
we work and what
we make of it
Hanspeter Söllner-Tripp is managing director of the etol group.
In an interview, he explains what the success of the group is
based on – and why sustainability has a high priority at etol.

The Health Care and Pharmaceuticals division is located
in Oberkirch on the edge of the Black Forest National
Park. Does this influence your company philosophy?
Certainly. Oberkirch is located in a holiday region at the
entrance to the Black Forest. In front of our factory gate,
nature begins, the employees look out of the windows
of the filling plant directly towards adjacent orchards and
vineyards. Surrounded by rolling landscape and unspoiled
forests, sustainable corporate policy does not remain a
theory but significantly influences our own actions. We
take great care to conserve resources. In addition, all
suitable roof surfaces in Oberkirch are equipped with a
photovoltaic system.
How does your company differ from others?
The family-run etol operation has grown organically over
multiple generations. Experience gained over decades is
clearly reflected in our products. Naturally, it’s also easier
for us as a medium-sized company to maintain personal
relationships with our customers. We’ve been serving
many of them for years and have advised and accompanied them as they started their businesses.

What drives you and your employees in your
daily work?
To us, product optimisation is one of the main priorities.
Our specialist personnel are working on it with heart
and soul. I am very thankful that I can rely on such a
loyal and motivated employee base. The solidarity at
our works is exceptionally high.
It’s important to you to work closely together with
your customers. What does that mean for your products
and services?
It’s very true that we are not only a manufacturer, but that
we also consult intensively with our customers and offer
comprehensive services. We just want everything on site
to really work the way we envisage it. The high quality
and practicality of our products is not least a result of this
intensive customer contact.
How do you see etol developing in future?
The further development of our product concepts will be
a decisive factor for success in future. Fresh ideas from
the laboratory and input from customers will strengthen
us here. Naturally, sustainability is still an important topic
that we will continue to expand on.
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A question of trust:
Contract development and contract
manufacturing of quality products
For companies we are a valuable partner: All our commitment and know-how
flows into our clients’ products. At the same time, as a family business, we live
by values such as honesty, reliability and confidentiality. This enables us to have
trusting cooperation.
Know-how for customers

Quality meeting pharmaceutical standards

Whether cosmetics, pharmaceuticals or medical devices – customers benefit from holistic project management that ranges
from product development to delivery. Because etol does not
have its own brand, our entire knowledge flows in to our clients’
brands. Especially in the area of oral care we have a lot of experience and know the market like no other company. For many
successful private brands, we develop and produce, for example,
denture adhesive creams, mouthwashes and toothpastes.

We have the quality of our work checked regularly – various
certifications prove our skills. We also produce under strict
pharmaceutical manufacturing conditions. Last but not least,
we are an extremely reliable partner for our customers: We
work at the interface between you and suppliers. We are also
able to guarantee excellent adherence to schedules even with
large delivery volumes in this way.

Our departments

Our full service

+ Cosmetics

+ Manufacturing

+ Medical devices

+ Filling

+ Pharmaceuticals

+ Packing
+ Recipe and project development
+ Analysis
+ Quality control
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We take responsibility
Cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and medical devices are subject to strict regulations. After all, they are used in particularly sensitive areas. Clients benefit
from certified security: We know the specifics of the market and conscientiously implement current guidelines and laws.

Competence for clean products
Our customers’ products need special attention. Especially in the
area of pharmaceuticals, there are strict regulations that manufacturers must observe. Legal regulations as well as a continuous quality awareness are our yardsticks in production.
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Therefore we check and document all processes – from formulation development, filling and packaging to packing. At every
step we take into account Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)
regulations as a basis.

Certified work: With us, customers
are on the safe side
If, during production, flammable substances in the form of gases, vapours, mists or
dusts come into contact with oxygen, an
explosive atmosphere may form. Ignition
causes explosions. The ATEX Directive
(ATEX: Atmosphères Explosibles – explosive
atmospheres) protects people working in
these areas through operational safety
guidelines. etol offers its customers in
manufacturing and packaging on specially
designed equipment explosion protection
in accordance with the general European
ATEX Directive.

Requirements
Cosmetics: GMP certificate
Medicinal products: DIN EN ISO 13485
Pharmaceuticals: Manufacturing authorization according to German Pharmaceutical Act,
GMP certificate for pharmaceuticals

Service
Cosmetics: Notification
Medicinal products: Registration

Analysis
Cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and
medicinal products:
+ Testing of starting materials in
accordance with Ph. Eur.
+ Inspection of bulk and finished goods
+ Stable storage under different conditions: Refrigerator, room temperature
and climate cabinet (40 °C, 75 % rh),
according to ISO 11609, 16408 and
others
For medicinal products
we also offer:
+ Determination of the adhesion of
adhesive creams according to ISO
10873 and others
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The best quality is our most
important request. We have all
the important certificates for a
smooth process.
At www.etol.de you can see our
certificates and documents.
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What the customer wants:
Every quantity is possible
Whether batch size or packaging: Thanks to our modern production facilities, we
are flexible when it comes to customer requirements. Even demanding projects
are in good hands with us because we have high standards and produce under
the strict conditions of pharmaceutical GMP.
Bulk production for every need

Optimal packaging for your product

Batch sizes up to 7,500 litres for liquid products and semi-solid
products up to 2,500 litres are available in bulk production –
even for products requiring EX protection according to ATEX
guidelines. This makes us a powerful partner especially for
medium to large customers. We observe high quality standards
in production: etol produces in clean room class E, the weighing of the starting materials takes place in separate weighing
rooms under laminar flow conditions. The powder processing
is spatially separated.

Filling is also carried out under laminar flow conditions. When it
comes to packaging, customers have a choice of options: small
or large vessels, plastic or glass, screw caps or atomisers. As
a specialist in the processing of tubes, we also have the right
infrastructure for all batch sizes. Last but not least, we also take
care of filling in individual packaging forms and sizes, and provide variable data according to customer specifications.

Semi-solid products
Batch sizes
300 l – 7.500 l

Capacity
5 ml – 5 l

Packaging
Bottles (glass, plastic),
canisters, leaflets,
folding boxes, trays,
bundles, shipping
cartons

Liquids

Creams, pastes, ointments, gels

Batch sizes
50 l – 2.500 l

Capacity
1 ml – 300 l

Packaging
Tubes (aluminum,
laminate, plastic),
leaflets, folding boxes, trays, bundles,
shipping carton

Liquids, suspensions, emulsions
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Full-service and quality:
We work in an integrated way
Our offer consists of different components that customers can combine individually: So we not only advise, but also develop and produce new recipes
and revise existing ones. In addition, our in-house analytics ensures safe
products and saves customers a lot of time because there is no need to go
to external laboratories.
Recipes with effect

Safety for your products

Customers particularly appreciate etol as a development partner
for high quality recipes. Further more, there are many services around our offer: We provide a wide range of products that
customers can sell under their own brand. We optimise existing recipes with regard to individual needs. Plus, we provide
laboratory samples, and advise on packaging issues. We also
have the complete development service for cosmetics – from
contents in accordance with INCI to the implementation of the
notification up to the required preservation stress tests and
the safety report.

Our long-term customer relationships speak for themselves,
because we offer product quality at a consistently high level.
Customers benefit from the analysis in our own laboratory:
Whether parameters such as refractive index, viscosity, consistency, IR spectrometry or adhesion – our experts analyse
products quickly and reliably. We focus on the entire process
chain: We not only check the raw materials, but also take
samples during production to control the quality of the product. For particular questions and analyses we work together
with certified special laboratories.

Advantages
+ Time savings
Our in-house analyses work quickly and reliably.
Routes to external facilities are eliminated in
most controls.
+ Consistent quality
We check the entire process chain from raw
material to packaging. This is how we ensure
the quality of your products.
+ Proven external partners
For special questions we are assisted by certified
special laboratories.
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Reliable all along the line:
Why others trust us
Every company is unique, every customer has different needs. We take this
principle into account in our daily work. Because we have no own brand on
the market, we put our expertise exclusively to the service of our clients.

Our knowledge for good products
We take a lot of work off our customers with contract manufacturing – as manufacturers we stay in the background: Because
we do not have our own brand on the market, etol’s entire knowhow flows into our customers’ ranges. We have worked with

We are here for you:
info@etol-oberkirch.de
T. +49 7802 9265-0
www.etol.de
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most of them for a long time, and many of the brands we work
for are well known. But in dealing with our customers we maintain discretion.

We produce
for national and
international
markets.

Stuttgart
Oberkirch

Oppenau
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Your brand in good hands.

etol Gesundheitspflege- und Pharmaprodukte GmbH • Konrad-Adenauer-Straße 3 • 77704 Oberkirch
Germany • T. +49 7802 9265-0 • www.etol.de • info@etol-oberkirch.de
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